CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. CONCLUSION

Most of students are open with the development of technology. Based on this course students like about online discussion although their problem is significant. This research shows that 52% students are active to participate online discussion in CALL class especially in topic that has relation with students’ reality. Lecturer of CALL 2 has designed online discussion well using SCHOOLEY. SCHOOLEY is a web-based social network specifically for K-12 in schools and higher education institutions which focused on cooperation to enable users to create, to manage, to interact, and to share academic content. In other hand, the students’ anxiety is not only the application but also the topic and their environment in online discussion can influence their participation. The problems of students in participating online discussion are internet connection, time, and the enjoyable with their friends sharing.

B. SUGGESTION

Based on the conclusion about the research, government has to give more facilitate to education organization or institute especially in internet connection. Indonesia is the development country that needs more reparation in education. Education is the main life of this country. However it is very dangerous if there
is no one who led students in operating computer and internet. This course of CALL 2 is the one example that is enviable to apply in learning. Besides it is easy to study, it will develop students’ brain and critical.

UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya should have own application in learning online. It is able to design SIAKAD as the students and lecturer account to be learning application. It is more useful to develop education in university.